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Vern Buol (L) served in the Army Air Force in World War II and later became a scout in the NFL for the Chicago Bears. Vern Buol, who was born and raised in Chicago, was an intransigent fan of the city's storied National Football League franchise, the Chicago Bears. It was impossible to rip him off from
his favorite team. It has its roots for the Bears in the 1930s and 1940s, a period in which it was an eternal force and won a number of NFL championships. Later, as a successful Chicago businessman who participated in state and local politics, he came to meet Bears owner and coach George Halas, a
co-founder of the NFL. Through his ties to Halas, Buol landed a dream role in the 1960s as a Bears scout. He also served as a babysitter of premier college talent at a time when the NFL and the upstart American Football League were battling for the best college players and trying to prevent them from
jumping into the opposing league. That babysat Dick Butkus, who the Bears drafted in 1965 and is now regarded as the greatest middle linebacker in NFL history, and Jim Grabowski, who the Green Bay Packers drafted in 1966. Grabowski ran for nearly 2,000 yards in his career and won two Super Bowl
rings with the Packers. Shot down in flight More than 20 years ago, Buol was mired in a battle with global repercussions. After enlisting in a World War II artillery unit, he was transferred to the Army Air Force. He failed to make it as a pilot, but ended up becoming a navigator and machine gun. In
September 1944, enemy fire struck the B-24 bomber in the Hungarian sky. He parachuted in and broke his ankle on landing. In a recent interview, Buol's eldest son, Jim Buol, described his father's chaotic exit from the plane: He never told me any of this, but a friend of his did. The story is, they were
about to leave on their way down, but a guy froze and didn't jump. So my dad had to make him get off the plane to jump. But in the meantime, the plane lost a lot of altitude. When my dad landed, he broke his ankle. So began a terrifying chapter in Vern Buol's life. He was captured by German soldiers and
ended up in the notorious Stalag Luft IV prisoner of war camp in East Prussia, part of now Poland. Illness, hunger, exhaustion A month after Buol's plane crashed, his mother, Violet Buol, wrote to the army asking for details of his whereabouts. Major General Nathan F. Twining, commander of the Air
Force's 15th Division, shared little he knew: Unfortunately, the extent of our knowledge is that Vernon's ship was destroyed by fire and as a result is believed to have fallen into the area of Balaton, Hungary. Eight parachutes left the vessel during the few moments that remained in the field of view. I'm really
proud to have Vernon under my command. It is inspiring to know that the men of his caliber continue the battle to preserve the principles of freedom and equality on which our nation is based. While you are in Buol was ordered to take part in the Black March, which referred to a series of German paths
mainly to the west that began in February 1945. About 6,000 Americans were on these marches, many of whom died of disease, hunger and exhaustion. Others were killed by their guards. The Germans refused to tolerate anyone who fell off-limits. I was told there was a particularly sadistic guard who had
a boxer, Jim Buol said. These dogs were trained to attack anything unusual. The guards walked this boxer next to my father and made sure to bite him every now and then. Justin Buol, a theologian and historian of the same Swedish-German descent as Vern Buol, documents his excruciating journey in a



history book about the name Buol: His POW archive states that he marched to the concentration camp in Wöbbelin Bei Ludwigslust [in Germany], a distance of about 200 miles or more. From Wöbbelin, he was sent another 100 miles to Usedom Bei Szinemünde, an island along the Baltic Sea coast.
Usedom [and a related concentration camp] was taken by the Soviets on May 5, and Vernon was returned to American detention on June 8. the Silver Star, which is one of the army's highest personal decorations for bravery in combat; and the Purple Heart, which is presented to a service member who is
killed or wounded in battle or as a pow. He died in 1980 at the age of 62. In his professional life, Buol was the vice president of High Quality Food Products, a large chicago business that made Ball Park Franks and the German Sausage Bratwurst, among other products. He grew up on the prominence
with the active support of candidates in state and local politics and crossed paths with people in the Bears' front office, namely George Halas, and his son, team president George Halas, Jr. Buol also became close friends with the Bears' defensive coordinator and chief talent scout at the time, George
Allen, who is currently in the Pro Football Hall of Fame for his remarkable achievements as an NFL coach. He got a relationship in place, making himself available in his desire to get more involved with the Chicago Bears, Jim Buol said. He was an avid fan forever. Graphic: Michelle Cannon's Doughboys
was the nickname given to the American Expeditionary Force that took part in the final years of World War I. Before the Americans arrived in Europe, the colloquial had been applied only to infantry, but at some point between April 1917 and November 1918, the expanded to include all us armed forces.
The term was not used in a derogatory sense and is present in the diaries and letters of the American servant, as well as in the newspapers. The Doughboys helped change the course of the war, because while they were yet to reach their many millions before the it was over, the fact that they were
coming at all helped keep western allies intact and fighting in 1917, allowing them to cling on until victory was won in 1918 and the war was over. These victories were achieved, of course, with the help of American troops, as well as many soldiers and supporters from outside Europe, such as Canadians
and Anzac troops (Australia and New Zealand). Western allies had sought American help since the early stage of the war, but this was initially given to trade and financial support that often gets lost in the stories (David Stevenson's 1914 1918 is the best starting point for this). Only when German
submarine attacks on American shipping caused America to join the war, decisively (although the US President has been accused of wanting to bring his nation to war so he wouldn't stay out of the peace process!). The true origin of the term Doughboy is still discussed in both American historical and
military circles, but dates back at least to the American-Mexican War of 1846 to 1847. An excellent summary of theories can be found if you want to follow American military history, but in short, no one knows for sure. Getting covered in dust while walking both looking dougy seems to be among the best,
but cooking practices, uniform style and more have been reported. Indeed, no one knows how the course of The First World War gave the term Doughboy to the entire American expeditionary force. However, when the American servant returned en masse to Europe during The Second World War, the
term Doughboy had disappeared: these soldiers were now gi and would be for decades to come. Doughboy was thus forever associated with the First World War, and again no one really knows why. You may be interested to note that doughboy was also the nickname of an inanimate object, a form of
flour-based pasta that was partly developed in doughnuts, and has been in use since the late eighteenth century. This could be where the soldier's doughboy name began, transmitted to soldiers, perhaps as a way of initially looking down at them. While standing on the shoulders of giants, The Second
World War does so with pride and with many advantages of its own. Exciting, globe-spanning campaigns Adds depth to character categories and upgrades Zombie swarms create awe-inspiring action scenes Sound design fails to be instructive PvP is a total afterthought Introduces only one type of enemy
not seen in games like this Games have depicted hordes of zombies and survivors who kill them perhaps more than any other scenario in history medium, and although many have failed to stand out, others have done well to chase or even reset a high bar. World War II doesn't raise that bar, but given its
off-field ties to a dormant franchise, it's amazing how close it comes. Just the zombie game phrase can instantly instill in some players a strong sense of fatigue given how widespread it is. But that's not the case for me, especially with regard to this very kind of zombie zombie the kind that hopes to revive
a tight four-player collaboration experience in the face of massive hordes like the Left 4 Dead so brilliantly delivered over a decade ago. World War Z, now a year after the launch and sports game of the year Edition, is closer than ever to playing its blatant inspiration from Valve thanks to borrowing from
predecessors and building on them in some ways. Campaigns spanning 200 years, WWZ regularly transfers up to four players to capital cities and major cities on different continents, and neither campaign looks at the same at all. Running through midtown Manhattan bears no resemblance to a winter trip
to Moscow, to the push to the water's edge of Tokyo, or to the newest campaign in sunny Marseille, France, among others. This diversity in settings makes for what the game lacks in mission variety. The tasks will be familiar to co-op shooter fans, as goals include tropes such as holding for a set amount of
time or clearing for specific items requested by NPCs. Each chapter pushes players from the safe room to a safe room, with swarms of common undead and special infected standing in your way. The extent to which the game pushes back with these hordes is fascinating in any difficulty. But with the right
team, it's at its best when the difficulty is greater than the default. Success is determined by how well your team works together. Some of the game's specially infected are unabashedly pulled right out of other zombie games, such as the one that flies at you and requires a teammate come to your rescue,
or another that grabs you and repeatedly hits you on the ground. There are half a dozen special infected categories, but only one of them - a zombie that infects players and slowly drains health - has not been seen in the genre before. Although the levels are linear, it remains a rewarding sense of
replayability thanks to encounters that run unscripted, meaning when and where you encounter hordes and special infected will change with each session. You will explore the same locations, but never survive the same attack twice. While standing on the shoulders of giants like Left 4 Dead and, more
recently, the Warhammer series: Vermintide, World War II does so with pride, and with many advantages of its own. Front and center is its swarm technology, which allows hordes of unprecedented size and speed to descend onto players. These swarms pour over roofs randomly and accumulate to
create slimy pyramids of flesh, often in various locations at once, forcing players into a frantic battle to maintain some sense of control over a Situation. Countless zombie games try to offer high intensity in a battle against overwhelming odds, but I haven't found any that provide the adrenaline of the high
points of World War II. In Marseille, the new targets require more teamwork, such as a rocket launch sequence that requires all four players to wield the weapon to survive. This kind of collaboration can get annoying when you play with random online players who set don't pay attention beyond the point-
and-shoot elements of the game, but as long as you have capable allies, the new campaign is now the best place for the game. It adds an extra layer to the usual fare of staying upright longer than the wave of monsters heading your way. Characters count There is also a depth of weapons and character
categories that do not often appear in the genre. The characters may have personality, but they run, shoot, heal, and everything else with the same ability. Who they are is a cosmetic detail at best. In World War Z, players build their heroes from scratch with a deep skill tree and a normal stream of
unlocked weapons and mods. There are several categories, such as healers, demolitions, tanks, and more, and a cohesive team can play off each other's strengths and shield weaknesses. Skill trees are not new to games, but they feel fresh in this genre and they do, so any future attempts to further push
the style forward should use these features as an institution. They feel like the missing ingredient for games that have come before it rarely offers anything like this, and the few examples that did - Vermintide comes to mind - didn't do so deeply. I've put countless hours into World War II and I haven't even
reached the limit of all class skills trees. While standing on the shoulders of giants, The Second World War does so with pride and with many advantages of its own. Moderate ways There are challenge and Horde modes, which were added as additions after launch. Challenge running cycles through
gameplay modifiers such as rarer ammo or demanding players launch solo, high-difficulty levels. These are hit or miss as the modifiers can remove some of the game's best features, such as collaborative play. Horde mode is a relentless wave defense operation. However, this thrill of a note is
exacerbated without valleys that offset its steady peak. These are fleeting entertainment options that don't have the stamina of campaigns. Still, the game's suite of PvP modes is by far its most misguided addition. If you've played any small PvP team in the last decade, you've already experienced most of
what World War Z offers in the PvP game. The one interesting wrinkle, which is not unique but is at least rare, is how ai zombies roam the multiplayer maps while two teams are controlled by the man fight round after round. It is an admirable effort for the developer to include deathmatch and other
common functions with the additional element undead AI roaming on maps. Still, World War Z simply doesn't have the community or stamina to be worth time in PvP. Ways like Deathmatch and Free for All are ubiquitous and best designed in most other games that feature them. In World War Z, PvP
maps never seem so subtlely detailed, and instead feel more like parts of the campaigns were quickly attached and called PvP. The best thing I can say about these ways is that they feel dated in a way that can be nostalgic for some players yearning for games a decade ago that in PvP. It is a strange
inclusion in 2020 and we will not look to review despite continuing to play the game for a long time. It feels like an afterthought for the game to include it at all, and so it's easy to treat it as one. Each atmospheric level uses environmental narrative, such as the former military checkpoint overrun with bodies
or a shopping mall crawling with undead like a Romero movie. All this is with the help of a level of faith I did not expect from empty games not often so polished. The world and its characters look great, though textured pop-in sometimes disrupts an otherwise mesmerizing vista. Sound's acoustic overload
design in this genre is meant to be instructive, but World War Z often shouts over its own attempts to do so. Special infected arrivals are introduced by their signature groans and bells, but the game is usually too noisy by hordes and admittedly gripping its soundtrack to be effective. This hinders every
element of the strategy and does so in a way that implies that developers at Saber Interactive understand the importance, but still manage to drown out their own intentions. Missed touches like these keep World War Z from being a masterpiece. The last year has been good for the game as developers
regularly added new features, characters, cosmetics, and weapons. There's a whole PvP suite that can be ignored, and the game as a whole borrows generously from predecessors, but manages to rely on some genre tropes too. In an effort to capture the essence of its idols, World War Z reveals a road
map for successors to draw from when trying to deliver a memorable zombie apocalypse co-op. Take us is there a better alternative? Left 4 Dead 2 is still the biggest genre we've ever given, but as far as co-op zombie shooters go, World War Z is the best effort to modernize the classic. If you want a
fantasy take, I recommend Warhammer: Vermintide 2, while Payday puts a bank robbery spin on the guy. The recent Zombie Army 4 is decent too, but World War Z is better. It falls short of its idols in some way, but innovates in others. How long is it going to last? Given the nature of its highly replayable
multiplayer modes, World War Z continues for as long as you'd like to. I recommend focusing your game time on campaigns rather than PvP, but the depth of upgrades to unlock it makes it a tempting long-play game. Should you buy it? You should, especially if you're a fan of the genre. While the game
stumbles in some ways, a forgotten PvP suite and a sonic mix that travels to itself, the slate of aesthetically diverse and intense campaigns in World War Z make it a great game to play with friends. Considering all the ways in which it revives and sometimes even re-imagines what a co-op shooter like this
can be, World War Z is worth buying. Author Recommendations Recommendations Recommendations
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